
NYSSPE/PEC Meeting, 5/15/11 at El Dorado West Diner, Tarrytown, NY 

Attendance: Kate Sajduk <ksajduk@brookerengineering.com>; Rudi O. Sherbansky 

<mailrudi@yahoo.com>; Jeff Lamond <lamtech2@yahoo.com>;   Djohan Hadiprawira 

<djohan@brookerengineering.com>; Kaspal Thumma <kthumma@yahoo.com>; Brian Brooker 

<brianb@brookerengineering.com>; Dr. James J. Yarmus drjamesjyarmus@yarmusconsulting.com  

1. The meeting was called to order at 9:20 AM 

2. The Draft Resolution distributed by Kelly Norris for discussion at the Annual Meeting was 

reviewed as previously discussed with the XCOM and The Trustees.   Also reviewed were 

amendments to the resolution proposed by PEC.  Various proposed solutions were discussed to 

alleviate the administrative burden on the nysspe staff in accounting of PEC membership and 

funds, as noted in the resolution.  It was agreed that a clear counter proposal to the resolution 

would be drafted by Rudi as a structured response to the original draft resolution.  

3. A concept discussed at the NYSSPE Trustees meeting, suggesting removing voting rights from 

inactive practice divisions was reviewed. It appeared logical to PEC, instead of eliminating all 

Practice Divisions. The removal of the penalty for joining a State Practice Division by PEC subsidy 

seemed logical also as a response to the suggestion in the Draft Resolution. 

4. Jeff Lamond agreed to head a PEC sub-committee to continue serving the portions of the state 

north of the Lower Hudson Valley with PEC activities. He will start by serving the counties on 

both sides of the Hudson (Dutchess, Orange, Sullivan, Putnam, Ulster, Green, and Columbia) and 

advise the PEC Board as he adds members and activities to the committee. Keith Lashway will 

continue working in the areas served closest to his jurisdiction. 

5. In order to recruit members to join PEC, the committee discussed the possibility of reimbursing 

the value of the NYSSPE cost of Membership in PEC by giving back a free PDH seminar [with 

admit ion fee of up to $25]. The cost of NYSSPE membership in PEC is $20. The PEC event 

notification will advise recipients of the offer by PEC by displaying the offer prominently in the 

following lecture mailing.   Similar activities may provide added value to the new 140 members 

brought in by PEC in the last two years and to all the PEC membership now in the Division, as 

well as the new members. 

6. The continuing resolution to pay for all expenses for PEC Executive Board members who attend 

NSPE or NYSSPE meetings that include PEC activities was once again affirmed as the two annual 

meetings approach. Some of the funds generated by this year’s activities will be expended as 

part of our continuing policy.  

7. Jim Yarmus advised the team that he will lecture on behalf of PEC and NYSSPE at the national 

meeting in Las Vegas. Also speaking with Jim will be David Janover of NYSSPE’s PEG practice 

division. Kelly Norris is working on a chronology of NYSSPE’s actions and positions before, during 

and after Jim’s Presidency. He will also attend the national PEC meeting where he concentrates 

on issues related to industrial exemption, emphasis on young members and developing support 

for Engineers Without Borders. He explained that NSPE has already published support and he 

will introduce suggestions based on the two documents included below. 







The meeting ended at 11 AM. We will meet in Rochester in June, Westchester in July. 

Submitted by Jim Yarmus, Secretary of NYSSPE/PEC 


